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The Australian Ceramics Directory will celebrate its 10th birthday in 2012. Like its printed precursors - 

the ten directories published by the Potters’ Society of Australia from 1964-1996 – its main aim is to 

showcase the work of Australian ceramic artists, and provide contact details for further 

communication. The printed directories have since become essential tools for researchers, curators, 

dealers and collectors.  For some practitioners, a directory entry may be the only published record of 

their existence. For others, it is a way of tracking their development over time.  This paper outlines 

the history of publication of the printed directories and the move to a more sustainable online 

solution, and looks at ways of continuing to develop the Australian Ceramics Directory as a 

comprehensive national resource. 

The Directories 

1964 | Pottery in Australia  

In November 1964 an extra issue of Pottery in Australia - Volume 3, No. 3 – was dedicated to 

illustrating the work of contemporary Australian potters. It contained brief biographies of 33 potters 

with pictures of their recent work.  The intention was to publish an extra issue in this form every 

year, but nothing came of this. 

1973 | Directory of Potters 

By 1973, the society had 150 exhibiting members and over 400 associates. As the number of 

members grew, so too did the need for a directory.  A decision was made to publish an “Index of 

Australian Potters” to coincide with the members’ 7th Biennial Exhibition. This was released in 

Wanda Garnsey’s last year as editor of the journal as an adjunct to Volume 12, No. 2, under the title 

Directory of Potters, with plans to revise it at suitable intervals. The 1973 directory contained 

portrait photographs of many of the potters, together with contact details, a brief biography and a 

statement of willingness to receive visitors.  

1977 | Potters in Australia 

A revision was published in 1977, assisted by a grant from the Craft Board of the Australia Council. 

Edited by Janet Mansfield, who had taken over as editor of Pottery in Australia from Margot Staples 

the year before, its new title, Potters in Australia: A directory of potters in Australia, their 

biographies, signatures or marks and photographs of recent work, reflected her desire to promote 

Australian potters as part of a larger international community, and to gain recognition for their work. 

1981 & 1982 |The Potters’ Directory and Information Book 

When a new directory was published to coincide with the second National Potters Conference in 

May 1981, it took the form of pages in an A4 binder that could support regular updates. The aim of 

the new directory was to be fully representative of Australian pottery at a national level, by including 

information about training institutions, pottery groups, manufacturers and suppliers of equipment 
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and materials, and craft shops and galleries. It was called The Potters’ Directory & Information Book. 

A 1982 update was published the following year, but the loose-leaf format proved awkward to use, 

and no further updates were issued until 1985, which heralded the first of a planned series of annual 

volumes, each complete in themselves.  

1985, 1986-87 & 1988 | Potters 

Potters 1985 was a small bound book of over 100 pages, with a page for each potter. On the back 

was written “Are you in 1986”.  This intention was honoured with two more volumes: 1986-87 and 

1988. The 1988 volume was a special edition in the year of the First Australian International 

Ceramics Symposium, and contained a number of New Zealand potters. Perhaps not totally 

successfully, it was arranged by the birthday of each potter and, for the first time since 1973, 

contained no signatures or marks.  

1990 | Ceramics: Artists / Galleries 

During this time, the journal itself had been transformed under Mansfield’s editorship into a 

quarterly, bound magazine with colour photographs and an outward-looking focus. In 1990, before 

leaving to launch her own magazine, Ceramics, Art and Perception, she edited a hardcover book 

entitled Ceramics: Artists / Galleries. The aim of this publication was to do justice to the professional 

status of artists working with clay, and to the progression from maker through seller to purchaser. 

Artist entries include a photograph of the artist, an artist’s statement, pictures of recent work, 

signatures or marks, a brief biography and contact details. Galleries are also given a full-page entry 

of their own, with opportunities to showcase the work of artists they represent.  

1996 | The Australian Potters’ Directory 

Changes in editorship, and the challenge of following a publication with such high production values, 

delayed the issue of a new directory for a number of years. In 1996, Sue Buckle returned to first 

principles with The Australian Potters’ Directory, published in the same format as the journal, and 

aiming to define current ceramic practice in Australia. Potters’ entries, colour-coded by state, 

include a black-and-white picture of the potter, a coloured picture of recent work, contact details, 

biographies and signatures or marks. Gallery entries are arranged by state, and there is an index of 

potters by state as well, reflecting the national focus. 

2002-2011  | The Australian Ceramics Directory 

After 1996, the society waited for technology to provide a more sustainable solution. On 23 

February 2002, a new online Australian Ceramics Directory was officially launched at the 

Powerhouse Museum. The online directory contained a picture, a short paragraph describing the 

artist’s practice, contact details, and an optional link to the artist’s website. Entries could also be 

added for galleries and organisations. Snapshots of the directory at the Internet Archive show that it 

went live with 32 entries, and that this had grown to 93 by the end of 2002.  Numbers remained 

relatively static over the next five years. The cost of registration - $66 for members of the society 

and $94 for non-members - was a significant barrier. This had increased to $76 for members and 

$107.50 for non-members by 2007.  

When a new version of the directory was released in 2008, the business model was radically revised. 

For current members of the (now) Australian Ceramics Association, listings became free, while non-



members paid $40 for a two-year listing. The impact of this change was immediate. Nearly 300 

artists now have entries in the online directory.  

 

Figure 1: Relative sizes of the directories with breakdown by state 

Thoughts for the future 

The online directory now has the capacity to be truly comprehensive at a national level, but there 

are now many alternative ways of getting exposure: personal websites and blogs, and the websites 

of art and craft associations in each state, galleries, and regional, national and international artists’ 

networks. It is hard to maintain entries in multiple places; and artists will give preference to sites 

closest to their own networks of practice.  

NSW numbers are higher than might be expected. There is no competing online directory 

infrastructure for NSW artists as, for example, in Victoria, where Ceramics Victoria and Craft Victoria 

both maintain databases of member’s recent work, and Potters Online provides a free listing. 

Perhaps making it more intuitive to browse by state could be a precursor to agreements with the 

state associations that allowed free entries in the national directory for their members, and that 

explored the possibility of sharing data between directories.  

The biggest strength of the online directory over the printed directories - the fact that it is easily 

updatable – also imposes new challenges. Entries are focused on recent work. Artists’ statements 

take precedence over biographical details which, while the artist is active, may be readily available in 

the form of CVs from other websites. Entries can vanish as memberships expire. Providing an alert 

service for updated content and access to withdrawn entries through an archival interface, 

publishing snapshots of content, and encouraging contributors to include a history of their 

professional practice and  images of marks, would enable the directory, like its printed precursors, to 

operate as an effective historical record. 

Judith Pearce is a collector and gallery owner located in Bemboka, NSW. As part of an ongoing project to build a database of Australian 

contemporary potters and their marks, she has created a concordance of entries in the ten directories published by the Australian Potters’ 

Society between 1964 and 1996, and in the Australian Ceramics Directory from 2002 to March 2011. The spreadsheet identifies 867 

practitioners in over 1500 separate entries.  She reports that the prize for maintaining a consistent directory presence, with eight entries 



each, is shared between Janet Barriskill, Janet DeBoos, Ivan Englund and Janet Mansfield. Greg Daly, John Dermer, Victor Greenaway and 

Willi Michalski run a close second, with seven entries each.  


